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Unit 6 Vocabulary Quiz 

For each number below, choose a word from the box that means the same as the words in 
bold.  Write the word in the space provided. For extra credit, write the part of speech next 
to each word. 
 
 
 
 
 

1. It is extremely important to bring a flashlight along when you go camping. 
Which word means extremely important? ____critical___(adj)_____________ 

 
 

2. I get tired when I stay up too late.  It impacts how I feel. 
Which word means to impact? ______affect_____(v)_________ 

 
 

3. We studied how a beehive is made. Which word means the way something is 
made or organized? _____structure___(n)____________ 

 
 

4. The hospital workers were ordered to have the flu vaccine.  What is another word 
for ordered? ________mandated____(adj)________ 

 
 

5. The students dissected the frog and examined it very carefully.  Which word 
means to examine carefully? _____analyze___(v)____________ 

 
 
(OVER)  

mandated critical analyze structure affect 
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1. How do people feel about the election?  It depends on their point of view.  What is 

another word for point of view? ______perspective___(n)___________ 
 
 

2. When the policeman put his hand up, I understood it to mean that I should stop, 
but he was just waving to a friend!  Which word means to understand something 
in a particular way? _____interpret____(v)___________ 

 
 

3. The purpose of the new lightbulb is to provide more light, with less energy.  
Which word means the purpose something has? _______function____(n)_____ 

 
 

4. Before Suzie could start babysitting, she was required to take a first aid class. 
What is another word for a requirement that must be completed before you 
start something else? ___prerequisite__(n)___ 

 
 

5. Washington Middle School started a student government so that students could 
have a say in how things were run at the school. Which word means to have a 
say? ___representation___(n)__ 

 
 
Part B: Underline the root in each word. Next to each word, write the root and what the 
root means. Then write another word with the same root. 
 

1. restructure: The root is ____-struct-____ and it means ____to build___. Another 
word with the same root is _structure, instruct, construct, destructive, etc. _. 
 

2. important: The root is __-port-___ and it means _to carry_. Another word with the 
same root is __import, deported, porter, report, port, transportation, etc.___. 

 
 

Part C: Use the suffix –able or -al to change these words into adjectives: 
 

1. nature  __natural___________     3. bend _bendable______________ 

2. comfort ____comfortable____ 4. magic ___magical____ 

prerequisite   interpret  function    perspective  representation
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